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parts of Eq. (A3) that rotation of the axis of polarization
is produced by nonzero 8p», while the ellipticity is
described by 8nz. The first-order expressions for dp and
8u derived from Eq. (A1), assuming e,))e„,e;, are

i flPi =kos;/2+koe, /(8e;)'t', (A6)

[ &~( =&oe./(8e )'" (A7)

where we assumed P/(P'+cr')=ex/(P'+cr')=(&o'8e ) ' '.
Equation (A6) shows that both Hall terms cause a
rotation but from Eq. (A7) we see that to erst order
only the e„ term gives rise to ellipticity. The amount of
this ellipticity is, moreover, comparable in magnitude
to the rotation as evidenced by the equal magnitudes
of 8p and 8n.
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The exchange-coupling integral, J(k,k'), between localized magnetic electrons and conduction electrons,
treated as orthogonalized plane waves is investigated quantitatively for the case of a local moment which
consists of the half-filled 4f' shell of Gde+ and for a range of k and k' values (the incident and scattered con-
duction-electron wave vectors). Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) theory is then employed,
with and without an exchange-enhanced susceptibility, to obtain conduction-electron spin densities. For the
special case of the rare-earth local moment, J(k, k') is found to be well approximated by J(Q) /where
Q—=

~

k-k
~ g but with a Q dependence which differs markedly from those traditionally assumed in RKKY

theory. This severely affects spin-density predictions for a region extending several lattice sites away from
the local-moment site. Use of the computed exchange coupling reduces the qualitative disagreement between
theory and experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

'HE magnetic polarization of conduction electrons
in alloys, pure metals, and intermetallic com-

pounds containing local electronic magnetic moments,
has been the object of extensive experimental investiga-
tion in recent years. Basic to the understanding of these
observations is the familiar Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yosida (RKKY) theory' which in its original analytic
form necessarily involved a number of important ap-
proximations. Since significant quantitative deviations
have emerged between the predictions of the theory and
experiment, questions concerning the validity of the
approximations have been raised. In general, the sus-
ceptibility function has been considered to be chiefly

+ Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
t Work supported by the U. S. Air Force OKce of Scientific

Research.
S. Vonsovskii, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 16, 981 (1946); 24,

419 (1953); M. A. Ruderman and C. Kittel, Phys. Rev. 96, 99
(1954);T. Kasuya, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 16, 45 (1965);
A. H. Mitchell, Phys. Rev. 105, 1439 (1957), and K. Yosida, ibid.
106, g93 (1957). This list does not exhaust the early pertinent
papers on the subject. The term "RKKY theory" represents a
compromise with conventional usage.

responsible for these deviations and so attention has
largely concentrated on this aspect of the theory. ' 4

In this paper we inspect in detail the nature of the
exchange coupling' between the local moment and the
conduction electrons, i.e., the source of the conduction-
electron polarization. The differences between the exact
behavior of the coupling and that commonly assumed
in the "simple" traditional theory will be seen to be as
important for understanding the deviations between
theory and experiment as are any refinements in the
susceptibility. Indeed, an exact treatment of the ex-
change coupling reqlires abandonment of the utilization
of the susceptibility function as used in the simple
theory, a matter which will be inspected in a subsequent
paper. A sampling of the exchange coupling will be
made so that contact can be made with the traditional
theory, Spin-density results will be reported. for sus-

~B. Giovannini, M. Peter, and J. R. Schrieffer, Phys. Rev.
Letters 12, 736 (1964).' A. W. Overhauser and M. B. Stearns, Phys. Rev. Letters 13,
316 (1964); the experiments relied on appear in M. B.Stearns and
S. S. Wilson, Phys. Rev. Letters 13, 313 (1964).' T. Moriya, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 34, 329 (1965).

~ A preliminary account appeared in R. E. Watson and A. J.
Freeman, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 695 (1965).
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ceptibilities with and without the enhancement arising
from a self-consistent accounting of the exchange inter-
actions between conduction electrons. Throughout the
paper, a local moment consisting of the half-ftlled 4f'
shell of Gd+ will be utilized. Of interest in itself, it pro-
vides a particularly simple example for discussion since
the local moment is spherical and there is a quite
unique division (in low order) between what are
"conduction" and "local moment" electrons. Also, the
Gd ion-conduction electron exchange coupling is amena-
ble to the sampling necessary for insertion into the
traditional RKKY treatment —a situation which does
not occur for an iron series local moment (a case which
will be reported subsequently elsewhere. )

In the section which follows, we present a brief
elementary review of the RKKY theory and the ex-

change enhanced susceptibility which has been applied' 4

to it. The conventional assumptions concerning the
local-moment —conduction-electron exchange coupling
will be described. Some aspects of the experimental
situation will be briefly inspected. The actual 4f'-shell-
conduction-electron electrostatic exchange interaction
is inspected in Sec. III. Because of its importance, the
exchange-coupling results will be described in greater
detail than is essential to the present spin-density
investigation. For simplicity, we limit attention to the
electrostatic exchange interaction ignoring effective
exchange terms arising~ "from interband mixing. The
interband matrix elements are less amenable to the
sampling necessary for insertion into the traditional
RKKY treatment; their role will be inspected elsewhere
where this treatment is abandoned. The exchange
integrals obtained in the body of the text are for conduc-
tion electron orbitals consisting of single plane waves
orthogonalized to the 4f and closed shells of the rare-
earth ion. Since the orthogonalization appreciably
affects the results, both exchange and spin-density be-
havior for simple plane waves are inspected in an
appendix.

Spin density results, with and without WolG's ex-
change-enhanced susceptibility, ' follow in Secs. IV and
V. It is from these that we conclude that the differences
between the actual and the traditionally assumed ex-

change coupling are significant to the character of the
spin density predicted by RK.KY theory and that
utilizing the actual coupling appreciably reduces quali-
tative disagreement between theory and experiment.

6 P. A. Wolff, Phys. Rev. 120, 814 (1960); 129, 84 (1963).
7 P. W. Anderson and A. M. Clogston, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 2,

124 (1961); a few comments on this matter appear in P. W.
Anderson, Phys. Rev. 124, 41 (1961).' J. Kondo, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 28 846 (1962).' S. Koide and M. Peter, Rev. Mod. Phys. 36, 160 (1964) and
R. E. Watson, S. Koide, M. Peter, and A. J.Freeman, Phys. Rev.
139, A167 (1965)."A preliminary account, inserting interband terms into the
traditional formulation was given in R. E. Watson and A. J.
Freeman, J. Appl. Phys. 37, 1444S (1966). A more detailed and
rigorous account will be given by the same authors and S. Koide
shortly.

One does not And, and indeed cannot expect, quantita-
tive agreement between an essentially free-electron
treatment and experiments which almost exclusively
involve transition metal hosts.

Our results show a tendency toward improved quali-
tative agreement between theory and experiment. This
is perhaps surprising in view of the approximations
which remain. The Anal test of RKKY theory awaits
a more adequate accounting of a metal's conduction-
band character" in all its aspects.

II. THE TRADITIONAL RKKY THEORY
AND EXPERIMENT

In treating the spin density induced in conduction
electrons by an exchange potential due to a local mag-
netic moment, one may expand the result in powers of
the local-moment —conduction-electron exchange inter-
action. In RKKY theory, one deals entirely with the
linear response, i.e., in terms linear in the exchange
integral"

1
drrdrss g*(rt)P, (rt)~;*(rs)qs. (rs) (1)

involving conduction-electron orbitals q ~ and y~. , and
local moment orbitals f;."It should be noted that this is
the appropriate expression for the exchange matrix
element only when the q and f are orthogonal. Two
linear eGects occur. First, diagonal (k=k' and common
spin) matrix elements lower the energy of conduction
electrons of spin parallel to the local moment with
respect to those with spin antiparallel thereby causing
a depopulation of the latter (populating the former)
across the Fermi surface. The result is a constant spin
density throughout the metal. '4 Secondly, there is ex-
change mixing into the occupied Bloch states of the
form

where kg is the Fermi wave vector, the e's are conduc-
tion-electron orbital energies, the i sum is over Nep aired
orbitals making up the local moment" and the ~ sub-
script (and the W of the sum) refer to spin parallel and
antiparallel to the local moment. Cross terms involving
qi, y~. which are linear in J, yield the familiar spatial
spin distribution associated with RKKY theory. They

I' Energy band results for Pd have been obtained with this end
in view by A. J. Freeman A. M. Furdyna, and J. O. Dimmock,
J. Appl. Phys. 37, 1256S 1966).

"As already indicated, effective exchange-interaction terms
(Refs. 7-10), arising from interband mixing are ignored in this
paper. Their inclusion would add another term to the exchange
integral which would be carried with it throughout the formalism.» When dealing with a local moment of spin other than 2, Jwill
be taken to be an average over the P; contributing to the moment.
The & g; J; of Eq. (2) then becomes SJ."C.Zener, Phys. Rev. 81, 440 (1951);83, 299 (1951).
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do not contribute to the net spin density; the constant-
density Zener term'4 is entirely responsible for that.

Forming the cross product and sun@ning over all

occupied (4 =0 to ks) Block orbitals one obtains

J(k,k')—
p+(r)=~S Z 2 v *(r)p '(r) x(e)II(e)

A(e) = -="(e)~(e),
1—sX(e)

(7)

Now if the response itself induces a field proportional
to A(e), say sA(e), we have

A(Q) (Q) [&(Q)+ A(Q) j (6)

Solving for A(Q),

+Vs(r) 9'*(r) (3) where

x.(Q) =x(e)/L1 —x(Q) 3 (g)

where ~ again refers to majority and minority spins
and the odd symmetry (in k and k') of the energy de-

nominator has been used to extend' the k' summation
over all 0 space. At this point the traditional approxi-
mations are made. First, one assumes free-electron
Sloch orbitals yI, =V. '12e'"' with free electron-like
energies e(k) =O' Lwhere V, is the volume of the lattice
and units are used for which 5'/2m=1j. Second, and
more severe is the assumption that the exchange matrix
elements are functions only of Q(=k —k'). This is 001

correct for the nonlocal exchange interaction, although
it is appropriate to a (local) Coulomb-potential matrix
element between plane-wave states Lsuch as enters the
problem of the charge impurities in metals, dealt with

by Friedel" and others). Implementing these assump-

tions and going over to coordinates k and Q, only the
denominator of Eq. (3) explicitly involves k. Doing the
k summation over the free-electron Fermi sphere one

obtains

p (r) =MS X(Q)J(e)/e'o'+e 'o'/de, (4)

where we have defined r with respect to the local-

moment site and y(e) is the Qth Fourier component of
the static free-electron susceptibility. The QWO terms

of the integral are the mixing terms of Eq. (3) while the

Q=O term is' the hitherto omitted constant-density
Zener term. '4

The advantages of assuming J to be a function of Q
and in turn of dealing with Eq. (4) is that apart from
numerical constants, y(Q) is the static free-electron

susceptibility which yields the electron response due to
the Qth Fourier component H(Q) of an applied magnetic
field. Thus knowledge of higher order susceptibility

terms, such as conduction-electron —conduction-electron
interaction effects, can be immediately applied to
RKKY theory. The recent development of the theory
has been largely in this direction. ' '

The essential modification of the y(e) of Kq. (4) due

to conduction-electron-conduction-electron exchange' is

trivially, though super6cially, understood in the follow-

ing way. The electron gas is perturbed with a magnetic
field H(e) yielding the response

A(e) =x(e)&(e).
rs For example see J. Friedel, Nuovo Cimento 7, 287 (1958).

is now the exchange-enhanced susceptibility. Such a
denominator is a characteristic of the e6ect of self-
consistency in linear response theory and has been
obtained with proper rigor in the random-phase ap-
proximation by Kolff' for the problem at hand. The
Fourier transform of the conduction-electron —conduc-
tion-electron exchange coupling, v, is a positive constant
if one assumes a delta-function interelectronic inter-
action. Since the total moment induced in the conduc-
tion bands is entirely associated with the gener, or
Q=O, term, magnetization studies yield a measure of
the enhancement occurring at Q = 0. For Pd this appears
to be better than an order of magnitude and falls off
rapidly for higher Q because of the nonlinear character
of the enhancement Land a x(Q) which decreases with
increasing Qj.

Recently, Kim" has taken a Hamiltonian containing
local moment conduction-electron and conduction-
electron —conduction-electron terms and has transformed
it to an effective conduction-electron —conduction-elec-
tron interaction Hamiltonian involving a new term
which is of the exchange type and is repulsive in
character. Its effect is to add a positive term (propor-
tional to local moment concentration) to the e of Eq. (8),
thus further enhancing the susceptibility. This Hamil-
tonian provides a particularly transparent prediction
of the ferromagnetism of, for example, the dilute Fe-Pd
alloys.

The penalty for dealing with Eq. (4) is, of course, its
inexact treatment of the conduction electron-local
mement exchange coupling and its inability'~ to account
for local atomic Bloch-orbital character. The latter is
readily incorporated into the evaluation of Eq. (3) and
is of considerable interest when inspecting the hyperfine
fields associated with RK.K.Y spin distributions. It
therefore becomes desirable to understand what RKKY
theory predicts in the contexts of both Kqs. (3) and (4).
In the present paper we limit attention to Eq. (4) and
to a case where an assumed Q dependence of J' happens
not to be bad. The effect of going to x„(e) will be con-
sidered but we will not inspect the effect of the spin-
density wave enhanced susceptibility studied by Over-

"D.J. Kim, Phys. Rev. 149, 434 (1966).
j7 Using analytically simpler functions and integrals, Kaplan

LT. Kaplan, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 499 (1965)g obtained a h and
Q expansion of h and lr' dependent orbital behavior for insertion
into 'Eq. (4). The present intermediate results were not amenable
to such a fit.
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hauser and co-workers. '" This effect, if any, may, of
course, also be incorporated into the x of Eq. (4).

For some purposes, Eq. (4) becomes more transparent
if one does the angular integrations, assuming J to be
a function only of the magnitude of Q (as has always
been done). In this case, one obtains

SmS
p(r) = (»nQr) J(Q)x(Q)Q&Q. (9)

1.0

N
0.5

(Q) f~"-i4i (—=~) I'«'. . (10)

a result obtained by replacing 1/r» in Eq. (1) by a delta
function. The approximation thus assumes strong
shielding, within an atomic volume, of the conduction
electron-local moment interaction. Utilizing Jpp with
the unenhanced 7t(Q) of Eq. (4) leads to

500&
~ p(0)/p(XX) ~

&5000

and the exchange-enhanced X, would further worsen
disagreement with experiment. Overhauser and Stearns'
concluded that spin-density wave contributions to x
were responsible for the decreased ratio inferred experi-
mentally for metallic iron. The results of Sec. IV suggest
a more important reason, namely, that the differences

"See also A. W. Overhauser, Phys. Rev. 12S, 1437 (1962), and
D. R. Hamann and A. W. Overhauser, iNd 143, 183 (1966)..

"A. W. Overhauser, J. Appl. Phys. 34, 1019S (1963).

The factor (Q/2k~)x(Q) is independent of kp and is
plotted in Fig. 1.As is well known, there is a singularity
at Q= 2k) and we see that the Q space in the immediate
vicinity of the singularity is most heavily weighted
when obtaining p(r) The. fact that J(Q) may differ in
sign from traditional assumptions, for Q s in this region,
will be important to the results we report. The singu-
larity occurs at the Q value where zero valued energy
denominator contributions [see Eq. (3)) cease to be
made to x(Q), i.e. it' must lie off of the Fermi surface.

Considerable direct and indirect experimental in-
formation is available concerning the induced conduc-
tion-electron spin density, p(0), at the local moment
nucleus. One of the most serious shortcomings of
"traditional" RKKY theory has been its inability to
rationalize these data. Crudely speaking, the experi-
mental densities at the local-moment nucleus are of the
order of, to one order of magnitude larger than the
densities, p(SE), seen at near-neighbor ion sites, i.e.

1&
~ p(o)/p(m) ~

~10.
In the interest of obtaining analytic results, the original
RKKY estimates assumed a constant J(Q) which led
to an infinitely valued p(0). This nonphysical result is
associated with too heavy a weighting of the high Q
components. J(Q) must go to zero at Q ~~. Recently,
Overhauser has" approximated the exchange parameter
by the form factor

0
0 2

Q/zkF

FIG. 1.The Q dependence of Q/2k|px(Q), where x (Q) is the simple
conduction-electron susceptibility.

"G. G. Low and M. F. Collins, J.Appl. Phys. 34, 1195S {1963);
M. F. Collins and G. G. Low, J.Phys. Radium 25, 596 (1964);and
A. Arrott, M. G. Collins, T. M. Holden, G. G. Low, and R.
Nathans, J. Appl. Phyq 37, 1194S (1966).

~~ For example, see Ref. 3, and M. Rubinstein, G. H. Stauss and
M. B. Stearns, J. Appl. Phys. 37, 1334S (1966).

between Jpp(Q) and the actual exchange coupling are
very important to the predicted ratio. The use of the
latter greatly improves the possibility of having theory
agree with experiment without any severe modifica-
tion of g.

The other outstanding feature of RKKY theory is the
attendant "Friedel oscillations. " For the asymptotic
region of large r values, it is traditionally argued that
the exponentials of Eq. (4) )or the sine function of
Eq. (9)$ oscillate so rapidly that only the singularity in
the integrand at Q=2kF (see Fig. 1) makes a nonzero
contribution to the spin density. The result is a density
involving that one Fourier component which oscillates
as 1/2k) . When evaluating Eq. (4), one discovers that
the oscillations occur even at smaller r values where it is
completely inappropriate to invoke asymptotic argu-
ments. Such r values would typically include nearest-
neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor ion sites—the
regions most heavily sampled in many experiments.
From Fig. 1 we see that the Q space in the vicinity of
2k+ is heavily weighted and, from our experience in
integrating Eq. (4), it appears that the integrand in this
region may act cooperatively to preserve the oscillations
into this small r region. One expects the detailed be-
havior of the oscillations at such r values to be particu-
larly sensitive to details of J(Q) and x(Q) and indeed
this is the case. There is experimental evidence indicat-
ing such oscillations. Low and Collins have directly
observed's sign reversals in p(r) in neutron-diffraction
investigations of impurities in iron and nickel alloys.
While the resolution is such that the detailed behavior
of p(r) cannot be obtained, the sign reversal is a neces-
sary feature of the oscillations. Spin-density oscillations
have also been inferred from hyperfj. ne data."Finally, it
must be emphasized that most of the data is for tran-
sition metal hosts with band structures and Fermi
surfaces that are far more complicated than the free-
electron model utilized in the RERAN theory described
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here. Therefore, theory should not be in quantitative
agreement with experiment.

III. THE EXCHANGE INTEGRAL

We are interested in the exchange-integral coupling
between Bloch orbitals and the spherical half-filled 4f
shell of Gd. The effects arising fmm the coupling with
an aspherical moment are of interest, "but as there is
much to be learned from the spherical case, and since
added aspherical complications would only obscure such
observations, they will be ignored here. A few details of
the explicit evaluation of the integrals are given in
Appendix I. In this section we are primarily interested
in the behavior of the coupling with particular emphasis
on the appropriateness of replacing J(k,k') by J(Q). It
is desirable to inspect the exchange coupling appropriate
to both a rare —earth- and an iron- series ion. It happens
that the Gd coupling is reasonably approximated by a
J(Q) and hence is amenable to insertion into Eq. (4).
This is not the case for Fe and hence its inspection will
await a later paper when Kq. (3) is evaluated.

It is convenient to expand the Bloch orbitals at the
magnetic-moment site as

y) (r)=Z&lmlk} i „'(~)F,"(8,y), (11)

where the ™would be spherical Bessel functions if the
p's were simple plane waves. One may evaluate the spin-
dependent exchange coupling in Hartree-Fock theory
for y's which are not orthogonal to the Gd'+ ion, but
this involves using more complicated expressions than
the J(k,k') of Eq. (1) which, as noted, holds only for
orthogonal orbitals. There are two sources of the compli-
cations: nonorthogonality with the closed shells of the
ion and with the open 4f shell. The effect of the closed-
shell nonorthogonality on the exchange coupling can be
accounted for quite rigorously by first orthogonalizing
the (() to the closed shells and then evaluating Eq. (1)

4m 4m.

N), 1————Q (2l+1)S„)i'gP' P' n, i

—1/2

where V is the atomic volume associated with a lattice
site. The e, l summation of Eq. (14) spans all ion core
shells including the 4f In writ. ing Eq (14) .we have
normalized to a single site volume in order to avoid
questions of different types of lattice sites in our metal
or alloy. Unnormalized exchange integral and p(r) re-
sults will be reported so as to avoid results speci6c to a
specific lattice (via the V) and to specific ion cores (via
the S's) at particular ion sites.

Given qq of the form of Eq. (11), the exchange
integral of Eq. (1) is trivially evaluated, yielding:

with the orthogonalized p. This effect is very important
to the results of this section. The same orthogonalization
will be done also with the open 4f shell, although this
procedure does not have strong justification. This open-
shell process is unimportant to the results and we will
not consider either its shortcomings or its proper exten-
sion, a matter perhaps best inspected when simultane-
ously considering interband mixing. ~ ' Ke will therefore
evaluate Eq. (1) for single plane waves orthogonalized
to the Gd'+ ion core (OPW's). t'Exchange integrals
obtained without this orthogonalization, and with the
then incorrect Eq. (1), appear in Appendix II along
with the resulting predictions for p(r).j For our OPW's
we have

(lm(k}=(i)(N,I; (g, ~,)
and

Zi (&)=ji(k&)—P S„uR„i(r), (13)
where R„((r) is the radial function of the core shell with
principle quantum numbers l and e, and S„~~ is the
radial integral between that radial function and the
Bessel function j&(kr). The n summation spans all core
shells of given / and normalization is accounted for by
the factor

J(kk')= Q (i)' 'NkN)k (2L+1)I (2l+1)(21'+1)]"'&i "(eke'k)~i (6 V'k)

L il' g L )l 2 I. l' a L
xI I I I~'(k, k'), (13)~0 0 0 &0 0 0 &~ —Dlt —m ~ m S6

where L and M are the quantum numbers associated
with the local orbital P, brackets ( ) denote 3j

coefficients.

case of a spherical local moment, where we average J
over local-moment orbitals (i.e., over 3f), one obtains

&A,&a
J(k,k') = Pi Pi(cosQ)gi(k, k'),

F*(k,k')= fRi (r)Rr (r'), 4 (~)—
where Q is the angle between k and k' and

(17)

(16)

where EI, is the local-moment radial function. For the

» For example see Y. A. Kaplan and D. H. Lyons, Phys. Rev.
129, 20/2 (1963).

(1 Z I. 2

Bk(»k')= (2l+1)g 5'~(k, k')I
I (1g)

&0 0 0j
23 emote the omission of the m subscript on the radial function.

Orthogonalization to a spherical ion core causes to be inde-
pendent of m.
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g& zkF Q &zkF

FIG. 2. The h and V choice for given Q employed in the ex-
change-coupling sampling Jq. Note that this choice involves the
minimum-energy denominator in Eq. (3) for which

~
k

~
=kz and

Ik'
) takes the minimum value possible for a given Q.

'4 A. J.Freeman and R. E.Watson, Phys. Rev. 127, 2058 (1962).
25 The omission of terms l&3 in Eq. (17) does not significantly

affect the results for the range of k and k' for which J was
evaluated.

J depends only on the magnitudes of k and k' and on the
angle between them —a result expected for a spherical
moment. Equation (17) suggests that extraordinary
circumstances are required for it to even approximately
obey the simple Q dependence assumed in deriving
Eq. (4). This is very different from the case of a direct
Coulomb interaction.

We wish to sample J(k,k') behavior with an eye to
insertion into Eq. (4) despite the fact that it seems un-
likely that Eq. (17) will yield a simple Q dependence.
Emphasis will be placed on that choice of k and k' yield-
ing the minimum energy denominator in Eq. (3), hence
the maximum contribution to x, for a given Q. This
choice is indicated in Fig. 2. For Q&2ks the two k

vectors simply trace the Fermi surface while for Q) 2k p
the two k vectors are antiparallel with k' moving off the
surface. Results for this choice, dined as Jq, utilizing
Hartree-Fock Gd'+ wave functions'4 for the 4f shell
and the ion core are given in Fig. 3. The methods used
to evaluate the f~ integrals are indicated in Appendix I.
(As noted, these and subsequent results of this section
are given without the 1V&$& /4z. factor of Eq. (17) so
that they are not specific to a specific metal environ-
ment. g The f summation" is cut off at l=3. The form
factor, JFF(Q) also appears in Fig. 3 and we see strong,
and important, differences between it and Jg. For
example, Jo is negative in the region Q 2k' and this is
due to significant l=i contributions. Not only is
Jq(2k') negative, but its magnitude is substantial
when compared with Jo(0). The susceptibility function
of Fig. 1 suggests that this will be important. Note that
while the sign reversal on going from Q=O to 2kF is
associated with odd-l components, the angular factors
remain constant for Q) 2k' and the outer oscillations
in Jq are associated with the g'(k, k') factors. We will
return to this matter shortly. If one accounts for the
normalization appropriate to the rare-earth metal
lattice, one discovers that the diagonal integrals, J(0),
are of the right order of magnitude to account for the
conduction-band spin moment appearing in ferro-

0.03

kz 0.5 cI.U.

0.02

O
0.01—

0z
Z

-0.01—
Q ~ 2k~

I I

l 2 3 4
Q/zkF

FIG. 3. Un-normalized exchange couplings: the OPW Jo (solid
line) and Jgz (dashed line) for Gd'+ and ks =0.5 a.u.

magnetic Gd metal. LThe J(0)'s actually run small, a
fact to be wished for when one goes on to account for
the effect of the metal's band character on the coupling. j

Results for other Q samplings, with ks =0.5 atomic
units (a.u.), appear in Fig. 4. In both cases k is kept on
the Fermi surface and k' moves off as indicated. While
quantitative differences occur, there is a strong qualita-
tive agreement between the curves. The integral goes
negative in the vicinity of 2k' and thereafter oscillates
with substantial magnitude in all three cases.

A kp value of 0.5 a.u. represents the lower range of
values expected from free electron sphere arguments
and 1.0 a.u. represents the upper limit which is normally
encountered. Results for kg=1.0 appear in Fig. 5. J@is
again negative at 2k', and shows a discontinuity in slope
at that point, which reflects the (}choice of Fig. 2. A
similar, but less discernable discontinuity occurs in the
ks ——0.5 result. The curvature for 0&Q&2ks betrays
small but observable l=2 contributions to J@ in that
range. The samplings in Fig. 5, have k Axed at values
of 0, 0.5 or 1.0 a.u. while k'()k~) moves. All curves
except the case k' parallel to k, display negative values
in the vicinity of 2k' and there appears an over-all
tendency for this negative J(k,k') region to center on Q
values smaller than those characteristic of the J@
sampling alone. This contrasts with the results of Fig. 4,
where a reverse tendency is seen. The curve for k'
parallel to k, which stays positive for Q&2kz, is associ-
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ated with the maximum energy denominator, for given

Q, in Eq. (3).However, the results of Fig. 6 suggest that
the region of k-Q space contributing to that curve is
relatively unimportant to X(Q). In Fig. 6 plots of
J(k,k') are given for k =ki and with k' vectors of con-
stant magnitude. Thus, any one curve is associated
with a fixed-energy denominator. The tendency for J
to go negative for Q 2k' is seen to hold out to ~k'~

values well off the Fermi surface. Ke therefore conclude
that J ~ offers a fair qualitative sampling of J(k,k') be-
havior, but errs by having its 6rst negative region
slightly too contracted for kp ——0.5, and too expanded
for kg ——1.0 a.u.

The results of Figs. 3 to 6 show strong exchange-
integral oscillations which cannot be blamed on the
angular dependence of the Pi(cosQ)gi terms of odd l.
While oscillations occur for J(k,k') evaluated for simple
plane waves (see Appendix II), the OPW results of the
above 6gures are strongly affected by the S~&I,R~&

orthogonalization terms of Eq. (13).There exist closed
Sss and Sp' shells in a rare-earth ion which the conduc-
tion electrons must penetrate in order to overlap, and,
in turn, have an exchange interaction with the open 4f
shell. The orthogonalization terms of these shells are
particularly important to the exchange coupling; the
associated S„n, integrals are plotted in Fig. 7. They

0.03

display oscillations which reQect the relative phases of
the plane waves when in the region of the Ss and Sp
shells (having defined a common phase at the rare-earth
nucleus). Note also, how 5p overlap effects are most
important in the region 0.5&k&1.0 a.u. For any case
of given k and k' where S~i s and S i .i, diBer in sign,
one has a negative contribution to the associated
gi-(k, k') integrals; such terms are responsible for much
of the oscillatory character seen in Figs. 3 to 7. Even in
the one case where J(k,k') did not go negative at
Q 2k' i.e., k~~k' in Fig. 5, these terms can be seen to be
trying to drive it negative. There is, of course, no in-
trinsic connection between kg values, the overlap
integrals, and, in turn, the orthogonalization contribu-
tions to the oscilllations. Negative terms at Q 2k'
reQect the accident of the spatial distributions of the
4f, 5s, and 5p shells versus characteristic free-electron
k~ values.

In this section we have inspected the 4f-shell local-
moment conduction-electron exchange-integral coupling
in its own right, with an eye to assuming the pure Q
dependence required by Eq. (4). We will utilize the
J@ choice indicated by Fig. 2 in the sections which
follow. The choice is associated with the minimum-
energy denominator of Eq. (3) and it appears to give a
good qualitative representation for much of k, k' space.
It seems to err by being slightly too contracted (in its

0.02 kF =0.s a.u.
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Fro. 4. Un-normalized OPW-Gd'+ exchange integrals, J(Q)
for various choices of lr and h' with ks =0.5 au. = ~kj and, of
necessity, [h'[&kr.

Fro. 5. Un-normalized OPW-Gd'+ exchange integrals, J(Q) for
various choices of k and Ir,'. Except where otherwise indicated
[h~ =k~=1.0 a.u.
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first negative region) for small ks and too expanded for
larger kp. Accounting for this would further enhance
some of the most interesting features of the p(r) given
in the next sections. Integration of Eq. (3) with the full
J(k,k') further indicates that the assumption of a Jo(Q)
yields qualitatively correct results. It must be empha-
sized that this is largely a matter of accident, relying as
it does on the orthogonalization terms, and that a
similar Lucky accident does not occur when dealing, for
example, with iron-series moments.

Al

I

1

r
N

IV. SPIN-DENSITY RESULTS OBTAINED WITH
THE UNENHANCED SUSCEPTIBILITY

Equation (4) has been integrated, using Jo, out to
values of Q equal to L7+iL,'s j a.u."The results we will
report are un-normalized, the missing normalization
factor being

4x —]/2

S, zs 1——Q(2t+1)S„pP
P ~, I

k a.u.

FIG. 7. Plane wave —5P and 5s shell overlap integrals Lsee Eq. (15)
and text which follows' as a function of k.

where the { }is in some sense an average over iL, , and k'

0.02

kF = t.o. a.u.

o.oi—
Q

Q

X
Cf.0
z 0
D
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Q 2k@
I I

2 3
Q B.U.

FIG. 6. Additional un-normalized OPW'-Gd'+ exchange integrals
for ks =1.0a u. Except for Jo, (

k'( take the fixed values indicated
and in all cases )k( =4.

'ii J(k,k') was evaluated out to lt' values equal to 7 a.u. and
since Q, =k~+k, ' one has Q max=7'+kg. Maintenance of
numerical accuracy in J (see Appendix I) led to this cutoff.

values. s In utilizing Eq. (4) and in writing this normali-
zation factor we have, of course, accounted. for ortho-
gonalization eRects when evaluating Jq. As observed
earlier, the OPW exchange integral represents the
proper evaluation starting with either a plane wave not
orthogonal to the ion core or an OPW. We have em-
ployed simple plane-wave Bloch orbitals in the density
expression. There are computational reasons for this
choice. We are interested in the simple plane-wave
density in order to avoid detailed behavior specific to
specific environments. Computationally, we found it
impossible" to extract the simple Q dependence for
either the normalization factor or the density terms
specifically involving ion-core character" necessary to
allow their insertion into Eq. (4). Such factors will be
inspected, in a subsequent paper where the predictions
of Eq. (3) will be viewed.

Spin-density results appear in Fig. 8. Also shown is
the result of integrating the form factor coupling, JFF,
for a ks =0.5 a.u. Its amplitude is adjusted so that its
average induced spin density equals that obtained for
J@ and the same kg. The Jg results have two features
which are characteristic of the traditional theory. First,
for larger r values, they display Friedel oscillations.
Second, their average density is positive, reQecting the
sign of J(0) which drives the Zener term. Of greater
interest, are the di6erences. The bulk of induced posi-
tive density is not centered on the nucleus, but in a
region some 2 a.u. away. We 6nd, that p(0) can be
positive or negative and of the order of, larger than, or

~' The curly brack. et is a suKciently slowly varying function of
k and k', thus, in turn, of Q, so that its omission from the integrand
of Eq. (4) is of no importance to the qualitative results obtained
here."One is especially interested in the spin density at a nuclear site
(rather than simple normalization) and it was this that Kaplan,
was considering.
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V. SPIN-DENSITY RESULTS WITH 7f;„(Q)

Conduction-electron —conduction-electron exchange-
enhanced results (the dashed curves) appear in Fig. 9 for
a choice of the exchange constant e, such that

O. l-
tll
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0
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8

FJG. 8. Un-normalized spin-density predictions employing the
unenhanced susceptibility x(Q) with Jo for ks =0.5, 0.7 and 1.0
a.u. and with Jpr for kg =0.5 a.u.

» The word range has taken on two distant meanings in the
literature: range in the sense used here and range as a measure of
the rate at which the Friedel oscillations die out (i.e., the power
of p). The near region is of interest to us and only the former
meaning is used throughout the paper.

smaller than p(1ltlV) in magnitude. LNear-neighbor dis-
tances are typically 4 to 6 a.u.j This is in striking con-
trast with the FF and the more traditional results
where p(0) is always large and positive Dor positive
J(0)$.The behavior of p(0) and the associated outward
shif t of the region of net induced density is also reQected
in increased radii for the onset of normal looking Friedel
oscillations. Given negative J'o, for Q=2k~, asymptotic
theory would suggest oscillations which were 180 out
of phase with traditional results. The situation is more
complicated for the spatial region plotted. The vertical
arrows in Fig. 8 indicate where traditional or FF
densities 6rst go negative. The equivalent nodes for the
present results are those bounding the positive-density
regions to the outside. These fall at significantly larger
radii than do the arrows and the differences are not
simple half multiples of the periods of the Friedel oscil-
lations. The kg=1.0 curve shows an oscillation in the
region r =3 to 4 a.u. but does not go negative until about
6 a.u. This sort of behavior is reminiscent of the
exchange-enhanced, X„, results of Giovannini and co-
workers' (and of the section which follows), but here
the behavior is entirely associated with- the local-
moment —conduction-electron exchange-integral cou-
pling. The exchange coupling conspires to make the
0&——1.0 results, which would normally be of shortest
-'range, " to actually be of longest "range" in the sense
of viewing where p(r) first goes negative once off the
ion site."

x, (o) =7x(o).

Unenhanced results (solid curves) also appear in the
figure. A sevenfold enhancement of X(0) is the upper
limit expected for most metals. For Pd, which is an
exception to the rule, a larger enhancement, say a factor
of ten, is anticipated.

A sevenfold increase in X(0) implies a sevenfold in-
crease in the net induced spin density which, we see
from the 6gures, is lifted like a rug. increasing the
range by partially or completely washing out the 6rst
negative oscillation. "For kg= 1.0, where the erst oscilla-
tion was already driven positive by the exchange
coupling, the range is relatively unaffected. X,(0)/X(0)
ratios significantly greater than ten are necessary to
wipe out the second negative-density oscillation. "Re-
sults scale rather simply, from those plotted, for other
choices of v. In particular, the net density, concentrated
in the main peak centered at r=2 to 3 a.u. , scales
roughly linearly with the enhancement (as it must)
since the Zener term is associated with Q=o. The
dependence of p(0) on the enhancement is least simple;
the effect is relatively minor for kp ——1.0 and major for
kg=0.5. The value of p(0) arises from the competition
of different regions of Q space with J(Q)'s of differing
sign. The X, enhancement is greatest for Q 0 where
J(Q) is (of necessity) positive, and thus all p(0) values
become increasingly positive with increased v.

Results obtained with JFF are embarassed by the
effect of the enhancement since p(0) is most strongly
increased by the "rug lifting" which, crudely speaking,
raises the most positive density regions most strongly.
Since this makes the form factor p(0)/p(1V1V) ratios
even poorer", Overhauser and Stearns' were led to
invoke an enhancement in X(Q) in the region Q 2k'.
It is our opinion that shortcomings in Jr+ were almost
totally responsible for this result. We should again note
that Jpp is a very reasonable choice granting that one
neglects OPW effects and assumes Coulomb screening
for dimensions small compared with the local-moment
region. Both factors are important to the differences
seen here with the form-factor results. Omitting ortho-
gonalization effects, the simple plane-wave results of
Appendix II still differ significantly from those obtained
by using Jpp.

With or without the enhancement, the induced

' Moriya (Ref. 4) has considered the dependence of this range
on exhange enhancement in some detail (in particular inspect his
Fig. 13).Having made the traditional assumption concerning the
exchange coupling, his results are only qualitatively comparable
with what has been obtained here.

s'The traditional, constant J(Q), result would be similarly
embarassed if it were not for the fact that p(0) was already in6nite.
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spin density looks very "atomic" with its tendency to
concentrate in the outer radial reaches of the ion. This
particular behavior is an accident due to details of the
exchange coupling and of the kg values of interest and

is not "ionic" in origin. Accounting for OP%V ion-core
behavior in the density, will, of course, perturb it further
but will not, we believe, shif t it significantly out of this
region and in particular, not back in on the origin.
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VI. DISCUSSION

We have inspected the exchange-integral coupling
between local moments and free-electron-like conduc-
tion electrons in rare earths, and the resulting (lowest-
order) spin density induced in the conduction band. The
exchange coupling was examined in greater detail than
is essential to our purposes here because it is of interest
in itself and in anticipation of further work. The inter-
action was seen to differ signilcantly from the various
traditional assumptions concerning its behavior. The
results of Sec. III and Appendix II indicate that the
orthogonalization of the free electrons as they penetrate
the ion has severe e6ects. The rare-earths with closed
Ss and 5p shells exterior to the magnetic 4f shell provide
unique examples of this in that the relative roles and
behavior of the s and p-like exchange components
D=O and. 1 in Eq. (17)) are substantially affected.
LTransition-metal ions with their magnetic d shell
located in the exterior of the ion site are differently
affected as will be seen in a subsequent paper. j

Since most of the available experimental information
is about the spin density in the near-neighbor ion
regions and at the magnetic ion's nucleus (via the
Fermi-contact hyperfine interaction), or concentration
has been with these regions. The center of the bulk of
the spin density was seen to be shifted from the mag-
netic nucleus radially out to the outer reaches of the ion
site. The reduced p(0)/p(1VlV) ratios which result
greatly improve the theory's qualitative position with
respect to experiment. While details of the density dis-
tributions, such as a particular negative p(0), hinge on
approximations and computational detail, we believe
that the outward shift in the density and the reduced
p(0)/p(1VÃ) ratios are essential features associated with
the actual coupling features which will remain when one
goes on to an ultimate treatment of the problem.

Associated with the shift in the density away from
r=0, is a substantial increase in the range of the
positive-density region. On erst inspection, one might be
tempted to associate this with the negative value of
J(Q) for Q=2k», implying a 180' phase shift in the
asymptotic Friedel oscillations. The r space inspected is
rot in the asymptotic region and the outward shift is
not simply associated with a negative J(Q) for Q= 2k&.
Actually, negative J behavior for any of k-Q space
where X is of significant magnitude contributes to the
outward shift. Anything causing a depression of p(0) to
small positive, or better yet to negative, values neces-
sitates an increase in the range.

There has been one notable example of large-range
density distributions, namely, for magnetic impurities
in Pd. This was Grst inferred from spin-resonance
results" and, more recently, more directly by neutron
diffraction. " The experiments yieM ranges of 15 to

"D. Shaltiel, J. H. Wernick, H. J. Williams, and M. Peter,
Phys. Rev. 135, A1346 (1964).

"G. G. Low, Proceedings of gee Inlerzzatzozzai Corzference orz

20 a.u. , ranges which are well outside the predictions of
traditional free-electron theory with traditional free-
electron Fermi spheres. The RKKY work'4 with the
exchange enhanced X, was directed, at understanding
these results. While the enhancement appears very
important, more important still is the occurence on a
"jungle gym" d-band Fermi-hole surface, which is
primarily responsible for the metal's high density of
states. This surface has an unusually small 2k& value
(~0.2 a.u.) as found both experimentally" and in band
calculations. " Given the exchange enhancement, and
more importantly the Fermi-surface dimensions, Pd
appears to yield an oustanding qualitative success of
RKKY theory —a case which in the recent past seemed
to represent its most notable failure. "Unfortunately,
because of its transition-metal character Pd represents
the outstanding case where the present and previous' '
X, work is not really applicable since essentially free-
electron band behavior was assumed. Any rigorous
treatment of the problem promises to be formidable.
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(20)

Given analytic functions it was decided to evaluate the
integrals analytically in hopes of accuracy and machine
economy. This was only partially successful, as is
indicated below.

Equation (16) then became weighted sums of integrals
of the form

r"j &(kr)e " (r') 'e '"j &(k'r')drdr', (21)
2+&

r"j &(kr)e 8" (r')~'e s'"drdr',
p &Z+&

(22)

3fagrzetzsnz, Nottzzzghanz, 1964 (The Institute of Physics and the
Physical Society, London, 1965), p. 133.

'4 N. E. Alekseevskii, G. E. Karstens, and V. V. Mozhaev, Zh.
Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 46, 1979 (1964) L'English transl. : Soviet
Phys. —JETP 19, 1333 (1964)g.

~' It should be noted that any negative-density region, outside
the main positive peak, has yet to be observed experimentally.
Th&s may pimply reQect the dominance of the main peak.

APPENDIX I: EVALUATION OF THE
0"(1'r k') INTEGRALS

Equation (16) was evaluated with Ez, (r) and zs(r)
constructed from analytic Hartree-Fock GcP+ radial
orbitals" of the form
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and integrals involving only exponentials (no Bessel
functions) which are trivially evaluated. The 5's are
real and consist of one, or a sum of two, of the Z s of
Eq. (20). Breaking up Eq. (22) into inner and outer
integrals

dr dr' or dr
0 0 0

dr'

keeping the Bessel function in the outer LJs" drj
integral and integrating the inner by parts, the integral
becomes a sum over S of terms like

r"j t(kr)e &s+e't'dr. (23)

Such integrals may be expressed as hypergeometric
functions" which in turn may be evaluated analytically
in closed form if E&l+1. For N(l+1, power series
expansions were used and of the several available, one
always converged rapidly. As a result, Eq. (22) could
always be evaluated economically and accurately.

When dealing with Eq. (21), the Bessel function ap-
pearing in the inner integral was expanded in expo-
nentials of imaginary argument )the standard sine and
cosine expressions which are good for all but near-zero-
valued argumentsj. The inner integrals were then
integrated by parts again yielding Eq. (23), but with an
exponential of complex argument. The closed form ex-
pressions for E&l+1 could again be straightforwardly
and accurately evaluated but the power-series expan-
sions for complex argument did not necessarily converge.
Significant errors crept into the $4, 5' and 5' integrals
contributing to gs and gs Lsee Eq. (17)j by the time k
or k' was of the order of 7 a.u. Integral evaluation there-
fore was terminated at k values of 7 a.u. In this range,
the resulting J(k,k') integrals are more accurate than
is required for our purposes. This is in part because the
the most important gs and y, integrals were not affected
and the gs only moderately so." Termination of the
integration of the spin-density expressions, Eqs. (3) or
(4), at k values of 7 a.u. does not significantly affect
their evaluation (a fact verified by several more
extended integrations).

APPENDIX II: PURE-PLANE-WAVE
EXCHANGE-INTEGRAL RESULTS

In order to better indicate the role played by OP%
character in the results reported in the body of this
paper, exchange integrals evaluated for simple plane
waves and the resulting spin-d, ensity predictions will be
inspected here.

J@ results for kg ——0.5 and 1.0 appear in Fig. 10.They
neither display the strong oscillatory character seen in
Figs. 4 and 5 nor go negative in the vicinity of Q= 2ks.
They do go negative at significantly smaller Q values
and oscillate more stronlgy then does JsF /whose Q=O
value has been arbitrarily scaled to match the k p ——0.5
curve). These curves may be compared quantitatively
with Figs. 4 and 5. The J(0)'s, and hence the net
induced spin densities, seen here are twice the k~ ——0.5,
and three times the kg ——1.0 OPW counterparts. "The
go is strongly reduced, the br significantly increased
Lsee Eq. (17)j on going from Fig. 10 to Figs. 4 or 5.
These effects are largely associated with Ss and Sp-shell
orthogonalization (4s, 4p, 4d and 4f orthogonalization
is significant to gt behavior as well).

Spin-density results appear in Fig. 11. The plane-
wave results, ppw, have been scaled so as to have the
same net spin densities as the OPW results. The ppp
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"For the definition and properties of hypergeometric functions,
see Higher Transcendental Functions, edited by A. Erdelyi
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , New York, 1953), Vol. I, A;
W. Grobner and N. Hofreiter, Bes&'mmte Integrale (Springer-
Verlag, Vienna, 1958);I. S. Gradshteyn and I. M. Ryshik, Tables
of INtegrats, Series aid Prodgcts (Academic Press Inc. , New York,
1965).

'7 While the methods used here have been adequate for our
purposes, they are clearly insufhcient if one wished to evaluate
core-conduction electron exchange rigorously for an OPW band
calculation because one would then require results for very large k
values. In Such a case one has, of course, lattice eriodicity. By
exploiting this feature (where 1/r~s goes over to 1 Q'), Brinkman
and Goodman, Phys. Rev. 149, 597 (1966) have obtained a result
involving integrals of the form of Eq. (23), all of powers of r such
that they may be evaluated analytically.

I
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Q R.U.

"The curly bracket entering OPW normalization Lace Kq.
(14)g, modifies these observations to an insignificant extent.

FIG. 10.Jq exchange integral results evaluated with simple plane
waves for kJ =0.5 and 1.0 a.u. Also shown is Jpp. Apart from the
{ l of Eq. (14), the missing normalization of these Jo is identical
to that of Figs. 3—6.
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FIG. 11. Simple plane-wave, OPW and Jwv predictions of the spin density p(r) for kr values equal to (a) p.5 a.u. and (h) 1.p a.u.
(For their respective normalizations see the text.g

are, in turn, scaled to match the amplitudes of the outer
Fried, el oscillations of the ppyy. While the plane wave
p(0)/p(X1V) ratios represent an improvement over form-

factor predictions we see that the results of the body of
this paper are associated primarily with OPW eAects of
the exchange coupling.


